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1. 15:16 When we experience personal failure, many times our selfrespect goes with it.

13. 15:32 In leaving this ending unresolved, Jesus is throwing out a
challenge to all his hearers: Where do I line up in my attitude
towards people who are far from God?”
14. God the Father is rich in mercy and grace and great in His love
toward us (Ephesians 2:1-10). No matter how sinful we are, God
shows us He waits patiently for our return.

2. 15:16 At its core, sin is running from God and doing whatever we
can to erase Him from our minds.
3. 15:17-19 The pain of personal trauma helps us to see the Father
more accurately (Romans 2:4).

GREEK WORDS
Dramōn—to run hastily (literally): have course, run - race
Epipipto (ep-ee-pip´-to)—embrace (with affection) or seize : — fall into (upon)
Stole (stol-ay´)—long-fitting gown (as a mark of dignity): — (long) robe

4. 15:19 In the ancient Middle East, there was no instant
reconciliation of a breached relationship. This is often the same
mindset today. It is the driving force behind every world religion,
except biblical Christianity.
5. 15:21 Because we carry deep wounds when others do us wrong,
payback is our natural inclination. And since we respond that way,
we believe it must be how God responds.
6. 15:20 God is not a reluctant Savior!
7. 15:21 As Jesus tells this story, he intentionally leaves out the son’s
rehearsed words about working off his debt. There was no need to
earn his way back home; he received grace!
8. 15:22-24 This is a profound contrast between Old Testament law
and New Testament grace (cf Deuteronomy 21:18-21).
9. 15:25ff Jesus showed his concern for the Pharisees (and those like
them) by finishing the parable with the older brother’s reaction.
10. 15:25ff The nation’s leaders were not showing compassion to
people far from God.
11. 15:29-30 The first-born sees himself as the model son. He cannot
see why his father would be so full of joy at the return of the
prodigal.
12. 15:32 Joy is the only possible reaction when the dead come to life
and when the lost are found.
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